ANESTHETIC SPIRIT

Just walk down Puget Sound halls any day of the week. On some days you can get the impression that it is the poorest town to support any college that I have ever seen; or something like "Oh, I haven't seen only a dead flower town, they don't even know we have a campus.

Well some of you complaining students just stop to consider, yourself who you are going for your town or your city.

Last Wednesday and Thursday the Loggers played a fast going and really high class basketball team from Oregon. The games were a thrashing from all angles except from the boards of the Portland City Council. The Portland City Council, for</p>
**SOCIETY**

By its Merit

During the past few years we have noted that many books have been written on the subject of society. These books have dealt with various aspects of social life, such as education, religion, and politics. Some of the most popular books have been those that have discussed the role of society in modern society.

**NEW BOOKS IN LIBRARY LIST**

"What Is Men" by Thomas E. Stimson

The question "What Is Men" has been discussed in various books over the past few years. This book takes a different approach to the question by focusing on the role of men in society. The author argues that men have always had a significant impact on society, and that this impact is likely to continue in the future.

"The American University in Washington" by R. F. Zeller

This book provides an in-depth look at the history of the American University in Washington. It discusses the university's role in society, as well as its contributions to the development of modern society.

**AD MEN TALK TO B.A. CLASS**

Present Many Sides of Advertising

Monsignor Charles J. Ryan, graduate of the Arts Department, has given an interesting talk to the Advertising Class on the subject of advertising. He emphasized the importance of advertising in modern society and discussed the various aspects of the field.

"From the Pen of a Publisher" by John H. Wilson

This book provides a unique perspective on the role of the publisher in society. The author discusses the history of the publishing industry, as well as the challenges that face publishers today.

**TRAIL HAS NEW "STYLE SHEET"**

Adopted to Help Make Paper Belles

While making a study of paper for better student publications, the Trail staff evolved a new "style sheet" which is designed to help make paper belles. This sheet is intended to be used by all members of the staff, and is intended to help them write better.

**SIXTH AVENUE DISTRICT**

**THE GANGS**

At 1:15—3:15 A.M. all classes which meet 3rd period on Thursday.

**PATRONIZE TRAIL ADVERTISERS**

Our success depends upon good workmanship and good workmanship upon good workmanship upon good workmanship.

The Gummers
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Defeats Chi Nu's In Important Hoop Battle In Gym Thursday

Playing for the championship of the M.I.T. intramural series the Sigma Zeta Epsilon run rough shod over the Alpha Chi Nu team Thursday afternoon in a game decided early. As a result of this victory Sigma Zeta Epsilon will be the possessor of the W.C. Beekman Cup trophy for the coming year.

Those who would start the day right
read the Morning Ledger
Be prepared
With the current news of the day before starting your day in the morning morning.

Morning News is Fresh
These are brief, to the point and you can find what you are looking for quickly.

Order The Ledger Delivered
15 Cents Per Week
Every day and Sunday
City, Dept. Broadway 223.

Meanwell Official
Balls and Shoes
And Snazzy Uniforms for Boys and Girls. Get your Yellow
Slickers here at the biggest.

ANNOUNCEMENT
I have purchased the Frontier Barber Shop and it is now under my management.

UP-TO-DATE SERVICE
Specialty of Wommes and Children's Cutting


The Sigma Zeta quiet was on their game and were working harder than fine fashioned. The forward, Pe-
vo and Williams, were making lead shot much and were high
scored leading at 13 points each at the half. Sigma Zeta's
jerked in the individual scoring with points each.

Sigma Zeta

Sigma Zeta B.G. (41) Alpha Chi Nu
Kemper (1) F. Wright
Mann (1) B. H. Bolding
Steele (1) J. D. Lindsay

Sigma Zeta Epsilon B.G. (41) Alpha Chi Nu
(1) F. Wright

Sigma Zeta defeated the Alpha Chi Nu team by a score of 17 to 15. Sigma Zeta's team played a good game and made 7

Sigma Zeta Team Lead
Farmer the start the Sigma Zeta led the last and were never found. In the first half Keats was playing the

BASKETBALL NOW
ON LIST

SPRING FLOWERS
From
The California Florists
Whisper New Hopes
Main 7753 909 Puck Ave.

SIGMA ZETAS DEFEAT DPI's
Take Game By 17-15 Score Wednesday

In the first game of the present season the Sigma Zeta Barons won from Delta Pi Omicron by a score of 21 to 18 on Wednesday night.

The Omicron, who had previously defeated the Sigma Zeta. Delta Pi Omicron in the first half, had looked as if they had in other games this year. Sigma Zeta and Delta Pi Omicron were working together and made a good percentage of their

Sigma Zeta Takes Lead
Farmer the start the Sigma Zeta led the last and were never found. In the first half Keats was playing the

BASKETBALL NOW
ON LIST

SPRING FLOWERS
From
The California Florists
Whisper New Hopes
Main 7752 909 Puck Ave.
WEAK SEX WEAKENING?

Where is civilization making us? To continued enervation and gradually increasing ill will and disposition, until even the gentlest advances introspective philosophy of domestic life, for, perhaps, that the strenuous path might prove less difficult.

Not long ago a resolution was passed by a leading body of a women’s social organization condemning the training of women for participation in the Olympic games, on the pretext that such experts advocate the tender rearing, the easy way of doing things, for fear, perhaps, that the more strenuous path might be considered too much of a trial. For a short footrace is considered too much for the sex.

She came back unscathed.

felt less than that of a man, insisted on making the attempt, move their way. Caught suddenly the men had little time to take provisions or whatever was in the ridge. When we were, and we condemn as foolish any resolution that brands the “sterner” sex around this college is of a very low type there is usually a let up which
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THE CUB REPORTER
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We just wonder what those pioneer grandmothers of the future may say when they look back at this.
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HUSKIES DUE

Ten Years Ago

Professor W. E. Peck, who has been in the service of the university for the past ten years, has announced his intention of leaving the University of Washington.
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